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MUNICIPAL GRATUITY FUND 

 

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT FOR THE PERIOD:  1 JULY 2016 TO 30 JUNE 2017 
 
1. WELCOME 

A very sincere welcome to each and every one present here today at this the 23rd 

annual meeting of the General Committee of the MGF on 24 November 2017. Time is 

just flying these days. It feels like yesterday when we gathered here at Farm Inn for the 

2016 annual meeting. Is time speeding up, or is it only me? Actually there is an 

interesting debate on the internet betweenvarious schools of thought on the topic of 

time speeding by.One school puts it all down to the psychological effect of aging, while 

a second school says that time really is speeding up and that this is a scientifically 

proven fact.I will not bore you with the facts, suffice to say that I am feeling that time has 

flown by so quickly that last year this time it was still June…! Maybe it’s just a matter as 

the saying goes, that time is flying when you’re having fun. However insofar as the 

investment market conditions are concerned this theory is totally flawed because 

currently we’re having no fun with the markets throwing us one curved ball after the 

other. 

I trust that you will experience this meeting of the General Committee today as an 

informative event and please do not hesitate to participate when the floor is opened for 

discussion. You will notice that there are no microphones in front of you and when the 

floor is opened for discussion, participants must please wait for the roving microphone. 

The sound system is sensitive for cell phone signal interference and you are requested 

to switch off your cell phones. 

2. ECONOMIC MATTERS AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 
 

Let me start off by reflecting on the economic matters and financial markets. 
 

2.1 General overview 
Against the backdrop of a broad-based global economic recovery in 2016/2017, the 

financial year was dominated by political developments both locally and globally, policy 

uncertainty both at home and in the US, sovereignratings downgradesdomestically and 

allegations of rampant state capture. Global growth bounced back strongly in 2017 with 
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the EU and Japan growing in excess of their long-term trend.  The US, in turn, grew in 

line with trend while China’s growth slowed to a “new normal”, consistent with its shift in 

economic policy away from smoke-stacked, over-capitalized industries to a consumer 

and services driven economy.  China’s growth nonetheless exceeded estimates to grow 

at some 6.9% in the first quarter of 2017.  
 

Politics dominated the US, European and Japanese landscapewith theDonaldTrump 

presidential win the surprise event in 2016.  While markets initially reacted positively to 

the Trump win, expecting a boost to corporate earnings from proposed tax reforms and 

fiscal expenditure, this euphoria wore off early in 2017 as it became clearer that Trump 

faced resistance from within his own Republican Party to some of his policies.  Inflation 

expectations had initially increased over proposals to implement a border adjustment 

taxand impose an import tax of up to 45% on Chinese imports, all of which would have 

increased US inflation along with interest rates.  These expectations failed to 

materialise, however, helping to underpin commodity prices and emerging market risk 

assets.   
 

The anti-European political parties in the EuropeanUnion (EU) were also in for a rude 

awakening in 2017 as the Netherlands and France went to the polls.  In both instances, 

pro-European political parties won the day boosting investor sentiment.  Wins for the 

anti-European political parties would have been negative for markets as increased 

protectionism and higher fiscal expenditure would have resulted in a slowdown in global 

trade and a surge in Eurozone debt. The win of the Liberal Democratic Party in Japan 

also set the scene for an extension of Japan’s fiscal stimulus program and negative 

interest rate policy, which set short term interest rates at -0.1% and anchored long bond 

yields at 0%. 
 

The outcome of the Brexitreferendum was a setback for regional economic integration 

as the option of a soft-Brexitbecame increasingly unlikely due to the UK’s stance 

onending the free movement of people, something which is fundamentally tied to the 

free movement of goods, services and capital within the EU. The EU was also unlikely 

to offer the UK a free trade deal on the same terms and conditions as previously, simply 

to discourage other member states fromalso leaving the EU. 
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Due to weak domestic consumer and business confidence, the South African economy 

failed to benefit from the broad-based global economic recovery in 2016/17 only to enter 

a technical recession in Q1 2017.  Unemployment rose tomore than 27%, the country’s 

fiscal metrics deteriorated and fixed investment continued to contract as legislative 

uncertainty, particularly in the mining industry, weighed on both foreign and domestic 

investment. The latest rendition of the Mining Charter, which waslater suspended, 

imposed onerous new targets on mining companies, which in certain circumstances fell 

foul of the Companies Act and was not law but a non-binding guideline or statement of 

policy. The imposition of additional wealth taxes and further income tax increases 

curbed consumption expenditure, adding to the already pedestrian growth outlook. 

Coupled with increases in the country’s contingent liabilities i.e government guaranteed 

debt to state-owned-enterprises (SOE’s), all of the major ratings agencies downgraded 

South Africa’s debt.  The axing of the Minister of FinanceMrPravinGordhan and 

subsequent cabinet reshuffle brought about a second wave of downgrades which has 

resulted in a higher cost of borrowing for the country.  S&P Global Ratings and Fitch 

Ratings downgraded South Africa’s foreign currency debt to “junk”, while Moody’s 

downgraded the country’s foreign debt to one notch above sub-investment grade.  In 

contrast, South Africa’s local currency debt was downgraded to “junk” by Fitch Ratings 

and to one notch above investment grade by S&P and Moody’s.  Both ratings agencies, 

however, assigned a negative rating to South Africa, implying a further downgrade 

before the end of 2017.The succession battle within the ruling partyhas been a further 

source of investor anxiety which has resulted in foreigners being net sellers of South 

African equities totaling some R117.5bn over the past year. In contrast, the domestic 

bond market experienced substantially less outflows totaling R15.2bn due to the search 

forpositivegrowth globally and the positive outlook for domestic inflation due to slowing 

food price increases and a stronger rand.  The rand benefitted from rising commodity 

prices and a weaker United States Dollar (USD) to rally some 12.8% against the USD 

over the past financial year. While the stronger rand was positive for the inflation 

outlook, offshore asset classes were the losers, particularly defensive fixed income 

asset classes. A tightening in monetary conditions globally weighed on fixed income 

classes, which, combined with randstrengthening, resulted in substantial losses in these 

asset classes in rand terms. Emerging market equities were the best performing of the 

broad offshore asset classes, benefitting from the subdued global interest rate 

environment, pedestrian inflation outlook and gains in commodity prices.   
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The table below highlights some indexed returns for the 2016/17 financial year.  
 

 
 

2.2 Looking ahead 
A brief summary of the global and the South African economic outlook follows. 
 

2.2.1 The Global economy 
Given the buoyancy in purchasing manager indices globally and expectations of 

economic growth, earnings growth is expected to accelerate over the coming quarters, 

providing anunderpin for equity prices.  Although further gains in commodity prices are 

expected given the synchronized nature of global growth, these gains couldbe more 

muted given an expected tightening in global financial conditions. Producer Price 

Inflation (PPI) will also need to remain buoyant, helping to support the reflation trade, 

which has historically been supportive of risk assets such as equities. It is expected that 

equities will do better than bonds and thereforea bias is retainedtowards global equities. 

Caution is however advised in holding overly aggressive overweight positions given 

slowing developed markets producer inflation, already stretched equity market 

valuations and the likelihood of a market derating as the Fed reduces its balance sheet, 

the European Central Bank(ECB) exits quantitative easing (QE) and the Bank of Japan 

(BoJ)  resets its negative interest rate policy.  

Following the latest Federal Open Markets Committee meeting (FOMC), the Fed 

indicated that it would start reducing its balance sheet in October. It also reiterated its 

position to raise rates further in December arguing that the Fed could not wait for 

inflation to reach its targeted 2% level before tightening rates further. With global growth 

Periods up to 30 June 2017 1 month 3 months 6 months YTD 1 year 3 years 5 Years 10 Year

ALL SHARE (ZAR) ‐3,49% ‐0,39% 3,37% 3,37% 1,69% 3,43% 12,19% 9,32%
SAPY (ZAR) 0,29% 0,91% 2,29% 2,29% 2,82% 13,18% 13,76% 14,30%
ALL BOND (ZAR) ‐0,95% 1,49% 3,99% 3,99% 7,93% 7,12% 6,61% 8,40%
BARCLAYS SA INFLATION BOND INDEX (ZAR) ‐0,19% 0,87% 0,18% 0,18% ‐0,47% 4,46% 7,19% 9,24%
STEFI Composite (ZAR) 0,61% 1,85% 3,72% 3,72% 7,63% 6,92% 6,29% 7,26%
SA Corporate Bond Index (ZAR) 0,09% 2,86% 6,81% 6,81% 11,65% 8,93% 8,03%
MSCI WORLD (ZAR) INET ‐0,31% 0,90% 4,81% 4,81% 2,76% 10,63% 19,97% 8,31%
MSCI EMERGING MARKET(ZAR) - INET ‐0,01% 2,94% 12,27% 12,27% 7,43% 5,82% 11,56% 5,89%
JP Morgan Global Aggt (ZAR) ‐0,61% 0,19% ‐0,80% ‐0,80% ‐13,80% 6,98% 10,82% 10,55%
Barclays Capital Global Inflation Linked (ZAR) ‐1,41% ‐0,41% ‐1,01% ‐1,01% ‐10,54% 6,87% 11,65% 10,53%
JPM EM BONDS (ZAR) ‐0,93% ‐0,06% 1,78% 1,78% ‐8,03% 12,31% 15,35% 14,04%
Barclays Capital Global Corporate Bonds (ZAR) ‐0,13% 1,05% 0,73% 0,73% ‐8,99% 8,45% 13,37% 11,14%
EPRA / NAREIT Dev Mrkts Property (ZAR) 0,34% 0,52% 0,89% 0,89% ‐10,35% 12,06% 19,03% 9,28%
RAND vs US$ 0,55% 2,46% 4,41% 4,41% 12,80% ‐6,71% ‐9,00% ‐6,01%
RAND vs EURO ‐1,03% ‐4,02% ‐3,60% ‐3,60% 8,98% ‐0,93% ‐7,07% ‐4,41%
RAND vs GBP 0,04% ‐0,97% ‐0,47% ‐0,47% 15,12% 2,27% ‐5,49% ‐1,82%
RAND vs JPY 1,32% 0,64% ‐3,86% ‐3,86% 9,10% 3,44% 7,05% ‐0,96%
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gaining traction and unemployment continuing to decline, the risk remains that central 

banks may be behind the interest rate curve, sparking upside surprises to inflation over 

the longer term. Similarly, the ECB is expected to make an announcement on its own 

exit strategy later in the year, which would further reduce liquidity in the global financial 

system, one of the major factors that hassupported asset price growth over the last few 

years.  The rationale for the BoJresetting itsnegative interest rate policy is to protect the 

financial system and the interest incomes of an ageing populationin Japan.While the 

central banks’ exit strategies do pose a risk to equities over the coming year, current 

momentum still favours risk assets as the reduction in liquidity is expected to be gradual 

and the path of interest rate increases flatter than in previous cycles. The likelihood that 

US President Donald Trump appoints “doves” to the FOMC early in 2018, when current 

ChairpersonJanet Yellen’s term ends, is also supportive of the lower “new normal” 

interest rate cycle. Furthermore, expectations that Donald Trump could gain support for 

his tax reform plan would almost certainly fuel a rally in equities as earnings are 

enhanced, wages rise and growth ratchets up to 3% p.a.Since the US Senate has 

approved the budget outline for the coming fiscal year, making provision for some 

USD1.5trillion in tax cuts over the next 10 years, US growthis expected to exceed the 

IMF’s projections ifthe tax cuts are implemented. 

2.2.2 The South African Economy 
Therecentgains in South African equitieshaveresulted in adeterioration in 

valuationsacrossthebroadsectorswithtotalreturns in 

thelowteensexpectedoverthecomingyear.  

Despiteindicationsthatthedomesticequitymarket is fairlyvaluedtoslightlyexpensive, 

amarkedrecovery in earnings per sharehasallayed some 

concernsthatrecentgainsmayhave been toofasttoosoon. FollowingtheNationalTreasury’s 

Medium Term BudgetPolicyStatement(MTBPS) duringOctober, 

alongwithpossibleratingsdowngrades in late November andtheANC’selectiveconference 

in December,subsequent rand 

weaknessmayboostequitymarketreturnshavingregardtothelargecomponent of rand 

hedgedsharesonthe JSE.Giventhebinary nature of howmarketscouldreacttoa win by 

thetwoANC presidentialfront-runners, acompromisecandidatecouldstillemergethatwould 

help unitethe party andstillbelargelymarketneutral. 

Sincedomesticeconomicfundamentalsare stillweak, reflectingtheabsence of fixed-

investmentgrowthatatimewhenreinvestmentdemandshouldbeincreasing, interest rate 
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sensitivestocksremainvulnerabletoasharpdepreciation in the rand. However, sinceabout 

65% of JSE listedcompanyrevenues are in hard currenciesi.e.USD’s, 

Euro’sorBritishPounds, rand-hedgeindustrialandresourceshares are 

expectedtounderpinequitymarketreturns, supportingtheoverweightbiastowardsequities. 

While the MTBPS may be thin on detail pertaining to the country’s contingent liabilities 

and plans for reforming state-owned enterprises, the market’s focus will be on the 

projected budget deficits over the coming years, the government’s debt-to-GDP ratio 

and the borrowing requirement needed to fund the deficits.  In addition, projections of 

future tax increases and a breach of government’s expenditure ceiling will be further 

considerations in assessing whether the path of fiscal consolidation will be retained.  

Although details of additional sources of tax revenue are only expected to be 

announced in the February 2018 National Budget, these could include the introduction 

of a sugar tax, the long-delayed carbon tax, the partial withdrawal of medical tax credits 

and the levying of VAT on petrol prices.  Furthermore, additional wealth taxes in the 

form of higher capital gains and dividends taxation could also be announced. On the 

expenditure side, attention will be paid to the funding of government programmes 

including the post-school education and training system, national health insurance 

(NHI), the qualified teachers for Grade Rprogramme, the implementation of the Defence 

Review, land restitution and large-scale infrastructural projects. The projected increase 

in the public sector wage bill will also be an important focus of market participants given 

that wages account for 35% of government’s consolidated expenditure. 

A further unknown and material risk to the economic outlook next year is NERSA’s 

expected announcement in December of electricity tariff increases for Eskom.  Eskom 

has applied for a 20% tariff hike, which could lead to municipal increases of as high as 

27% in 2018.  With food inflation also likely to start rising in H2 2018, the subdued 

inflation pattern seen over the past year is expected to reverse course, putting further 

downward pressure on per capita disposable incomes.   

2.3 Summary 
In light of theeconomicandpoliticalrisksexpectedoverthecomingquarters, 

theFundwilldiversifyitsportfoliosacrossabroad range of assetclasses in order 

tobenefitfromtheiruncorrelatedsources of returns. 

Thebiastowardsdomesticandforeignequities is seen as ahedgeagainstinflationrisk, 
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whereasthecreditandenhancedcashexposureswillbenefitfromanytightening in 

domesticinterestrates. Whilebonds are atriskfromasub-investmentratingsdowngrade, 

theFundwilllikelyre-enterthesetradesatsubstantiallyhigher bond yields.  In thenear term, 

however, theFundunderweightsbond,givenexpectations of capitallosses.   
 

3. INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND PORTFOLIO RETURNS 
 

3.1 Life Stage Model (LSM)objective 
By now you are familiar with the Life Stage Model (LSM) implemented by the Fund in 

accordance with the Fund’s Investment Policy Statement (IPS), catering for risk 

moderation closer to retirement. The following table indicates the return objectives for 

the four life stage portfolios of the LSM to achieve the overall goal of a 75% 

replacement ratio as well as the actual annualised returns over the twelve years since 

inception of the LSM up to 30 June 2017. 
 

Investment Returns for the period July 2005 to 30 June 2017

Portfolio  Return objective  Actual return
Objective
outperformance

Inflation 
outperformance 

AP  CPI + 5.5%   11.6%  12.4% 0.8% 6.3% 
MP  CPI + 4.5%  10.6%  11.5% 0.9% 5.4% 
CP  CPI + 3% 9.1%  10.3% 1.2% 4.2% 
PP *  Cash  6.2%  6.9% 0.7% 0.8% 

* The PP portfolio was introduced  in September 2011
 

With the subdued investment markets in general, on a domestic and global level, over 

the past three years it was quite challenging to stay ahead of the objective. Through the 

crafty skills of the Fund’s investment consultants applying strategic asset allocation, the 

Fund managed to remain ahead of each of the LSM portfolio objectives measured since 

inception. This is no mean feat and is particularly indicative of the success of the LSM 

portfolio construction. The LSM is constructed to reap excessive returns in good years 

in order to compensate for lower returns during poormarket periods. The fact that the 

objective return is outperformed despite three consecutive years of really difficult market 

conditions says a lot for the robust design of the LSM. Although there may be times that 

other retirement funds outperform the Fund in the short term,one should compare 

returns after a number of different market cycles.  Although the Board of Trustees is 

cognisant of the returns of other retirement funds it will not chase thoseat all cost. The 

current Board of Trustees subscribes to the long term investment approach and will not 

chase short term returns having disregard to risk. Such approach would be irresponsible 
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and in conflict with good governance requirements. The Trustees are committed to the 

goals and objectives contained in the IPS in order to achieve the long term goal of a 

75% replacement ratio. 
 

3.2 Life stage portfolios: AP, MP, CP and PP 
 

Let’s quickly recap on the various life stages of the LSM. It is common cause that there 

is a positive correlation between risk and returns. The greater the risk the bigger the 

potentialreturn.However we tend to forget that the converse of this is that there is a 

negative correlation between returns and risk, meaning that the greater the return the 

greater the risk to lose. So often we want to chase the maximum returns regardless of 

the inherent risk to lose capital. This would be fine when the investment market is 

rallying, but can be disastrous when the markets turn around which they certainly do 

from time to time moving through the different cycles. The design of the LSM is to 

manage this risk since it is based on a pre-determined risk budget coupled to inflation 

as indicated in the table above. A member’s funds are initially invested in higher risk 

investments (AP) when younger than 55, being ten years away from normal retirement 

age.  It is there-after transferred to the lower risk portfolios (MP and CP) in the years 

closer to retirement.  Then finally it is transferred to a capital protection portfolio (PP) 

during the final stage until retirement.   
 
Members are automatically transferred from one life stage to the next as they reach the 

relevant age, which is 55 for the MP, 61 for the CP and 64 for the PP.  Such transfer is 

not done at once when reaching the transfer ages. The investment markets may be very 

low on such one specific day with negative consequences for a member migrating from 

the more aggressive to the more conservative next phase portfolio.  To prevent such 

single day event, members are switched in four quarterly batches starting one year 

ahead, thus smoothing spikes (up and down) in the investment market. 

The returns of the life stage portfolios for 2016/17are as follows: 

 Jul- 
16 

Aug-
16 

Sep-
16 

Oct-
16 

Nov-
16 

Dec-
16 

Jan-
17 

Feb-
17 

Mar-
17 

Apr-
17 

May-
17 

Jun-
17 

Year 
Total 

AP 0.08% 2.15% -1.53% -1.79% 0.46% 0.60% 1.88% -0.82% 1.92% 2.33% 0.29% -1.47% 4.05% 

MP 0.38% 1.79% -1.04% -1.20% 0.31% 0.61% 1.50% -0.28% 1.52% 1.87% 0.46% -1.00% 4.96% 

CP 1.02% 0.74% 0.27% -0.53% 0.02% 0.97% 1.36% 0.21% 1.01% 1.54% 0.37% -0.70% 6.44% 
PP 0.65% 0.72% 0.74% 0.69% 0.68% 0.68% 0.73% 0.68% 0.73% 0.62% 0.70% 0.66% 8.58% 

 

Like the previous two financial years, the 2016/17 year was again a difficult year for 

retirement funds with the Fund no exception to the rule.Starting off with a flat July 2016  
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except for the CP, markets picked up nicely during August just to be followed by two 

months of negative market returns during September and October. Another two flat 

months followed for November and December although still in positive territory.  Just 

when January 2017 returns sparked some hope for a better 2017 it was followed by a 

dismal February. Markets then started to pick up nicely during March and April with a 

flattening out during May followed again by a disappointing June. Clearly it was a year 

with excessive monthly fluctuations in returns. These levels of volatility make it 

extremely difficult to manage investments because there is no specific trend in the 

market according to which a position can be taken by means of strategic asset 

allocation. 
 

The return profile of the four life stages is typical of the current volatile investment 

markets and shows that the LSM portfolioconstruction is doing what it is supposed to 

do, namely creating wealth in good periods and protecting wealth in poor periods. It can 

be seen that during past year of general poor equity returns, the more risk contained in 

a portfolio the lower the return and the less risk the higher the return was. This was 

again one of those years where the risk taken on in the more aggressive portfolios did 

materialise.In other words the overall return profile is in line with the investment strategy 

to lessen the inherent risk as one moves on along the life stage portfolios. During 

difficult market conditions the more defensive structured portfolios with lesser risk 

should outperform the more aggressive portfolios.  
 

3.3 Member Investment Choices 
The LSM is designed for the average member with a 35 to 40 year service before 

leaving the Fund. However provision was also made for individual circumstances by 

allowing for member investment choices. Although the fund credits of members are 

automatically invested in the relevant life stage portfolio according to age, members 

may, subject to certain conditions, exercise a written choice if they wish to invest 

contrary to the applicable life stage. 
 
In the past the member’s fund credit could be split between the four portfolios (AP, MP, 

CP and PP) to a maximum of two portfolios at any one time. Following the suggestion at 

the meeting of the 2016 General Committee this restriction was lifted by the 

Management Committee when considering the annual review of the IPS on 20 

September 2017. Members now have an unrestricted member investment choice to split 

the fund credit between all four investment portfolios if they wish. This include the 
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choice that the contributions be invested in  a portfolio other than the fund credit if the 

member would wish to select that. The contributions shall follow the investment choice 

in respect of the fund credit unless a specific choice is exercised that the contributions 

be invested in a specific investment portfolio in which event 100% of the monthly 

contribution shall be invested in that specific chosen investment portfolio, in other words 

a contribution member investment choice may not be split over various investment 

portfolios. Once a member investment choice is exercised, be it in respect of the fund 

credit or the contributions or both, it shall at all times be maintained and shall not 

automatically revert to the default position when reaching the next default age bracket 

or for any other reason whatsoever and the only manner to get back to the default 

arrangement is to make a written selection accordingly on the prescribed form. 

 
Member investment choices may be done at any time. One free switch is allowed in a 

12 months cycle but subsequent switches in the cycle require a switching fee. Apart 

from having to recoup the administrative cost of such switching,  the fee was also 

introduced to discourage switching as it can be detrimental to switch unless one has 

sufficient expertise of the market cycles to time it mostly right. Even the investment 

professionals confess that timing is one thing they can’t get right consistently and that 

time in the market rather than timing the market is the solution. Members are 

discouraged to do portfolio hopping unless they are really well informed about the 

markets.  A member investment choice is implemented between the third and fifth day 

of receipt of the prescribed form.  

3.4 Returns going forward 
The concern is where to from here. If only one could see what the future holds in terms 

of investment market conditions. There are however so many factors impacting on the 

markets that the best economists can’t do better than an estimated guess. Due to the 

integrated global financial markets happenings in other countries over which we have 

no control may have a huge impact on our economy, think America and North Korea for 

instance. Locally we have political factors impacting on the domestic market linked to 

global reaction to potential further credit down rating which will have a significant impact 

on the economic well-being of the country and more specific on the investment market. 

At least the 2017/18 financial year kicked off with stellar returns for the first four months, 

as follows: 
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Portfolio Jul 17 Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 TOTAL

Aggressive 3.94% 0.85% 1.30% 4.24% 10.69%

Moderate 2.68% 1.00% 1.40% 3.20% 8.53%

Conservative 1.51% 1.48% 0.57% 1.96% 5.63%

Protected 0.77% 0.70% 0.60% 0.63% 2.71%

 

With such returns one can go on an extended holiday. However don’t get too 

complacent, we still have to get over a few obstacles such as the credit ratings by the 

rating agencies, the budget deficit, the debt of state owned entities, the high 

unemployment rate, political uncertainty, etc. 
 

4. ACTUARIAL VALUATION 
The 3-year statutory actuarial valuation for the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2017 was 

doneby an independent actuary. The actuary made an unqualified finding that the Fund 

was financially sound as at 30 June 2017. More about this is included in the 

presentation by the actuary. 
 

5. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
The financial statements for the year ending 30 June 2017are included in the agenda 

and will be open for discussion later during this meeting.  The independent external 

auditors, Deloitte & Touché, are satisfied that the financial statements, in all material 

respects, fairly represent the result of the financial activities of the Fund for the 2016/17 

financial year. The Fund again received a clean unqualified independent audit report. 
 

As reflected in the balance sheet on page 28 of the financial statements, the total asset 

valueas at 30 June 2017 is almost R22 billion.  The income statement on page 29of the 

financial statements reflects that R1.75 billion accrued in contributions and another 

almost R900 millionaccrued in investment returns.It will also be noted that the Risk 

Account is sitting at R340 million which may again warrant a surplus distribution to 

members. The actuary will investigate the safety margin required in the Risk Account 

and determine whether funds could be released for distribution. This will be considered 

at the first 2018 Management Committee meeting.   
 

6. RULE AMENDMENTS 
A few rule amendments were approved during this financial year. A summary thereofis 

included on page 17 of the financial statements. A noteworthy amendment is that the 

disability benefit for members 55 years and older is increased by delaying the scaling 

down age with five years to take effect at 60 instead of 55. The rest of the amendments 
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mainly deal with administrative requirements and to align it with directives issued by the 

Registrar of Pension Funds. If more detail about these rule amendments would be 

required, it may be obtained from the offices of the Fund. 
 

7. HOUSING LOANS 
The pension backed lending schemes operated by Standard Bank and FNB haveagain  

been running fairly smoothly the past year. The National Credit Regulator is becoming 

increasingly strict on the requirement that banks shall not grant loans if an applicant 

can’t afford the repayments. Hence the screening for affordability had to be improved by 

banks and loans had to be declined if found to be unaffordable by an applicant. The two 

banks engaged by the Fund were no exception, moreover being two of the leading 

players in the South African banking industry. The Fund sometimes receives complaints 

from members because their applications have been declined in which instance they 

want the Fund to intervene. The Fund is not in a position to intervene when a loan is 

refused because of unaffordability. The bank has to comply with the National Credit Act 

and the Fund has no jurisdiction in that space. 
 

8. RATIONALISATION OF MUNICIPAL FUNDS 
Since the beginning of this millennium lots of energy went into the various challenges to 

the Fund regarding external retirement initiatives. Firstly there was the City of Joburg 

unilateral withdrawal from the Fund and other funds during 2001 following the 

establishment of the e-Joburg Fund. This caused a great deal of disruption not only for 

many members of the Fund but also for the Fund itself in respect of the huge  

administrative burden to reverse the matter when a court order was obtained that the 

City acted unlawfully.  Following shortly on the heels of the City of Joburg was the one 

local government fund initiative driven by SALGA which led to the unlawful 

establishment of the Local Government Pension Fund (LGPF) which had to be 

disbanded following a ruling by the FSB Appeal Board.  When this effort by SALGA was 

frustrated, SALGA took the matter to the bargaining table of  the South African Local 

Government Bargaining Council. As mentioned on page 14 of  my report of last year the 

parties to the  Bargaining Council subsequently undertook in paragraph 9.5 of the 2012 

collective wage and salary agreement “to conclude a collective agreement on the 

rationalisation of pension funds no later than 31December 2012.” 
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Late last year (2016) the Fund became aware of a pension fund task team of the 

Bargaining Council investigating the proposed rationalisation. Some funds were invited 

to meet with the task team, notably the funds which originated from the two trade unions 

sitting in the Bargaining Council. The majority of municipal funds including prominent 

funds like the Fund and other big players were not invited. A draft rationalisation 

proposal was released earlier this year and retirement  funds were given until 31July 

2017 to submit comments. The proposal contains certain accreditation requirements for 

funds to be able to be accredited by the Bargaining Council to continue to be active 

funds within the local government arena. The Fund submitted comprehensive 

comments which are available from the Fund’s office upon request. In essence the 

Fund should be able to comply with the accreditation requirements. There are however 

a few problematic requirements which were pointed out by the Fund in its comments 

and hopefully these will be addressed in the final collective agreement. To date no 

response has been received from the Bargaining Council by the funds which submitted 

comments. The Bargaining Council indicated when inviting comments,  that it would 

consider convening a meeting with funds upon receipt of written representations by the 

funds. It came to our attention during October this year that a further draft proposal was 

endorsed on 21 September 2017 which was distributed  to the parties of the Bargaining 

Council, that is SALGA, SAMWU and IMATU, for further  comments. It is not clear what 

sequence the Bargaining Council is followed in the procedures and whether it will refer 

the latest draft to the funds or at least convene a meeting to discuss it with the funds 

before it is finalised or whether the latest draft is only open for comments by the said 

parties. Unfortunately too date the Bargaining Council was not very transparent in the 

process and it took numerous letters by the Fund to get some initial attention from the 

Bargaining Council. It seems as if the Bargaining Council may be of the opinion that 

since the retirement funds are not parties to the Bargaining Council they are not 

important stake holders in the matter.  
 

The approach by the Bargaining Council as reflected in the proposal document 

distributed to the funds, that if opposition to the proposals are met from funds, the force 

of law be applied by legislating accordingly, is a real concern. 
 

Another concern now included in the latest draft proposal document which was not 

made available to the funds,is the provision that current contribution rates will apply for 

five years where-after it may be reviewed by the Bargaining Council. Once a fund has 
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joined in accreditation, it would be bound by the rules of the game. Therefor if the 

Bargaining Council, after five years,would resolve that a contribution threshold of say 

15% or 18% be introduced, the current contribution rate of 22% would have to be 

decreased accordingly and a fund who joined in the accreditation process will have to 

follow suit because it has agreed to play in accordance with the rules of the game. 

Unless a guarantee is given that the current contribution rate will be maintained, it would 

be very difficult and dangerous to apply for accreditation because it could lead to an 

open ended agreement to decrease a member’s remuneration in future. Members of the 

Fund are made aware of this situation in order to approach their trade unions to protect 

their rights in this regard since the trade unions are part of the process in the Bargaining 

Council. The retirement funds are not parties to the Bargaining Council and their inputs 

to the Bargaining Council do not appear to  betaken seriously. 
 

9. RETIREMENT REFORM 
I‘m not going to  bore you with the history of the retirement reform initiatives by National 

Treasury since you all know it by now. Newcomers are welcome to obtain the historic 

information as contained in previous chairperson’s reports. As explained last year the ⅔ 

compulsory annuitisation requirement was postponed to 1 March 2019. It was 

postponed due to pressure from labour which required a holistic approach with 

reference to the National Social Security Fund (NSSF) initiatives by the Department of 

Social Development. To date nothing materialised in this regard except for the  re-

publicationon 25 November 2016  of the exact  discussion document of March 2012 

without even adjusting the dates in the 2012 document or updating the rand values in 

the  document to 2017. In view of this slow or no progress it would not surprise if the 1 

March 2019 date will be postponed again. 

 

The other aspect of the retirement reform by Government which was awaited,  is the so 

called Default Regulations. These were eventually published on 25 August 2017. 

Essentially it entails three components namely that of a default investment portfolio, 

default preservation and portability and an annuity strategy. The fund complies with 

these regulations except for minor Fund Rule amendments which will be done in due 

course to be in line with the regulations. Firstly it requires a fund to have one or more 

default investment portfolios. The Fund already provides four investment portfolios. 

Secondly it requires a facility that members may preserve their fund credit in a fund in 

event of resignation if they so wish and also to enhance portability of their fund credit to 
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and from other funds. The Fund already complies in this regard. The third requirement 

is that a fund must have an annuity strategy in the event of a retiring member who 

would choose an annuity. The Fund Rules already provide for such. The regulations 

were toned down considerably from the original version following comments by the 

industry, including by the Fund, with the result that it contains no controversial 

provisions impacting on the members. 

 

The Default Regulations also provides that “members are given access to retirement 

benefits counseling not less than three months before their normal retirement age as 

determined in the rules of the fund and as may be prescribed”. This opens the door for 

the Fund to proceed accordingly. In the past the Fund launched various initiatives to 

introduce retirement planning sessions at the work place. These were in many cases 

not supported by some employers because of potential disruption of business if all the 

retirement funds would require time off for members. Experience proved that it is difficult 

for members to attend after hours, for various reasons. Since it is now a legislated 

requirement, the Fund has legal sanction to proceed accordingly.An employer may still 

refuse that it be done during working hours but it is expected that better co-operation 

can be expected. The Fund will also be sensitive to operational requirements and try to 

stick to lunch hours or early in the morning, starting before working hours and limiting 

encroaching on working hours. The Management Committee already met with a 

potential service provider and will have further discussions with other service providers 

in due course in order to introduce retirement benefits counseling.  
 

10. COMMUNICATION 
 

  Latching onto this proposed retirement benefits counselling, communication with 

members remains a priority of the Fund. This is one of the main reasons why the Fund 

established a front office on 1 July 1999. The Fund  could have carried on to leave the 

communication services to the fund administrator like it used to be before then, which is 

industry practice in the event of the outsourcing model. The Fund however identified the 

need by members to put a face to the Fund and to have an ear in the event of concerns. 

The Fund then also appointed two communication officers to conduct regular member 

information meetings at the work place and to visit municipalities as and when required 

to attend to specific member matters. The Fund also introduced a website allowing 

internet users 24 hour access to relevant information and to their benefit statements, 
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including a platform to communicate with the Fund through this electronic medium. With 

the development of social media and suchlike facilities the Fund also explored this area. 

With the assistance of the fund administrator, the Sanlam App was developed and 

presented at the annual meeting last year, as you will recall. Requests to members to 

provide the Fund with mobile phone numbers unfortunately did not have the required 

effect and the Fund appointed a company called Infoslips to obtain the mobile numbers 

from other sources. A 98% success rate was achieved. Messages were sent to about 

30 000 members to invite them to download the Sanlam App. Only 822 members down 

loaded the app, which is a 0.26% uptake. Hopefully this will gain traction in due time.  

The most popular means of communication remains the visits by the communication 

officers to the work places and direct live telephone calls. The availability and 

approachability of the Fund’s staff appears to entrench the direct communication 

channel as the preferred option. The Fund will therefor keep concentrating resources 

accordingly.  
 

11. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 

The Management Committee (Board of Trustees) consists of 12 trustee positions of 

which all arecurrently filled as follows: 
 

Mr. Piet Venter Chairperson Employee 
Mr. Joe Modiga Vice-chairperson Employee 
Mr. Jannie Venter Exco member Independent 
Mr. GrobbieGrobbelaarExcomember Employee   
Mr. Eddie Alberts  Independent  
Mr. Roja Ramare Employee 
Mr. Dan Mogakabe Employee 
Mr. Dries vd Berg     Employee 
Mr. Neville Rudman      Employee 
Ms. Jenny Spyder              Employee 
Cllr. Lisbeth. Mothata Employer 
Cllr. Aaron Ngubeni              Employer 

 

At the General Committee meeting held on 25 November 2016, Cllr Aaron Ngubeni was 

elected as employer trustee and Mr Neville Rudman was elected as employee trustee. 

Both these gentlemen were thrown into the deep waters and I can confidently testify 

today that they are strong swimmers. Neville was elected in the position of John Hall 

which became vacant because of the retirement of John from local government. Neville 

therefor serves until the term of office of John would have expired, which is today. Mr 

Johan Grobbelaar, (affectionately known to you as Grobbie) turning 65, retired from 
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service resulting in him vacating hisemployee trustee position on 31 December 2016.Ms 

Jenny Spyder was then appointed in the vacant employee trustee position since she 

received the next most votes during the election on 25 November 2016. During the 6 

month’s she is serving as trustee she proved to be an olympics swimmer.  Jenny is 

appointed for the remainder of Grobbie’s term which also expires today. The position of 

one of the independent trustees became vacant upon expiry on 31 January 2017, being 

that of Mr Gideon van Zyl. Gideon also served on the Executive Committee and made 

valuable contributions during his term of office for which we thank him sincerely. The 

Management Committee wishing to retain the skills and knowledge of Grobbie having 

served as a trustee since 2002, subsequently appointed him in the vacant independent 

trustee position,the term of office which expires on 31 January 2021. 
 

Three trustee positions are to be filled today because of the expiry of the terms of office 

of Cllr Mothata (employer trustee) as well as that of Neville Rudman and Jenny Spyder, 

both employee trustees. All three are available for re-election. 
 

 

12. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, sincere appreciation is expressed to the following persons for their 

contribution to the business of the Fund during the past year; 
 

 to all the staff of SEB for the member administration services rendered with great 

commitment and exceptional retirement fund knowledge, with special mention of 

Christine Seierlein and Dola Nortje, who became synonymous with the Fund and 

also to SEB management for the gift vouchers handed out here today, 

 to David Galloway, the Fund’s investment advisor for giving sound advice and 

applying his strategic asset allocation skills during difficult market conditions the 

past year in order to maintain  the long term return objectives of the IPS as well as 

a special thank you to Corita van Wyk for herstrong administrative support with the 

investment reporting matters, specifically for the dedicated and thorough manner 

in which she deals with the Fund’s investment matters as will be evident  from the  

investment presentation by her to this meeting later today, 

 to all the invest managers, who have managed the investments of the Fund with 

specialised skill and great transparency, 

 toRonel van Graan and Schalk Lubbe with their audit team of Deloitte &Touche for 

rendering a thorough independent  auditing function, 
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 to Gerda Grobler  from  Alexander Forbes Financial Services, for the valuable 

advice on actuarial matters and a comprehensive statutory actuarial valuation 

done and to  Melanie Swart who will present to the meeting on the actuarial 

matters later today, for her inquisitive and  probing approach  which gives  much 

comfort about the results of the  actuarial investigations done, 

 to the six staff members of the Fund for their dedicated commitment to the Fund 

and its members,   

 to each and every member of the Management Committee, thank you very much 

for your valuable inputs, debate and differences of opinion, but at the end loyal 

support to the Fund  during yet another challenging year, 

 and thenin the last instance, to all the delegates attending this meeting today, 

thank you for your presence and  meaningful participation. Without you there 

would have been no meeting today. You are the purpose of the meeting. 
 
I wish you all a wonderful festive season with lots of joy and a blessed time with your 

families.  Best wishes for the year ahead and may you face the challenges of 2018 with 

renewed energy.Please be careful on the roads and may you all return safely to your homes 

today. Arrangements have been made for lunch at the close of this meeting to which you are 

all invited. 

 

 

 

 
P. J. VENTER 
CHAIRPERSON 
24 NOVEMBER 2017 


